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Different areas are to be investigated at CERN:
1. PSF 
2. Effective Area
3. Energy reconstruction 
4. Backsplash 
5. Hadronic shower 
6. Background rejection
7. Benchmarking of GEANT4  
8. Characterization of Trigger/Timing…
+ Calibration

“Tuning” of the Monte-Carlo simulations:
- modeling of physical processes

ex: selection of a model for hadronic interactions
test of the range cut-off parameter ( δδδδ electrons)

- description of the detector response
geometry, calibration, non-linearity, limitations i n the
electronics… 

Experimental goalsExperimental goalsExperimental goalsExperimental goals
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+ backsplash, characterization of electronics, tests of G4…

from
LAT Beam Test 
Rationale
(LAT-TD-02152-02) 
S.Ritz, B. Atwood,
E. do Couto e Silva,
G. Godfrey

“end-to-end”
parameters

“low-level”
parameters
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• statisticsstatisticsstatisticsstatistics
…………after cuts! In principle, should not be a factor (but thatafter cuts! In principle, should not be a factor (but thatafter cuts! In principle, should not be a factor (but thatafter cuts! In principle, should not be a factor (but that’’’’s theory).s theory).s theory).s theory).

• uncertainty on the beam characteristics, resolution of the spectuncertainty on the beam characteristics, resolution of the spectuncertainty on the beam characteristics, resolution of the spectuncertainty on the beam characteristics, resolution of the spectrometerrometerrometerrometer
example:example:example:example: 2.5% energy resolution for the spectrometer at PS;2.5% energy resolution for the spectrometer at PS;2.5% energy resolution for the spectrometer at PS;2.5% energy resolution for the spectrometer at PS;

This is relative to the This is relative to the This is relative to the This is relative to the electronelectronelectronelectron energyenergyenergyenergy, not the , not the , not the , not the tagged gammatagged gammatagged gammatagged gamma----rayrayrayray one.one.one.one.
For a 1 For a 1 For a 1 For a 1 GeVGeVGeVGeV electron, this energy resolution translates intoelectron, this energy resolution translates intoelectron, this energy resolution translates intoelectron, this energy resolution translates into

σσσσ= 25/100=25% for a 100 = 25/100=25% for a 100 = 25/100=25% for a 100 = 25/100=25% for a 100 MeVMeVMeVMeV gammagammagammagamma----ray in coincidenceray in coincidenceray in coincidenceray in coincidence....
• uncertainty in calibrationuncertainty in calibrationuncertainty in calibrationuncertainty in calibration

example:example:example:example: CAL will be CAL will be CAL will be CAL will be calibrated with MIPScalibrated with MIPScalibrated with MIPScalibrated with MIPS, then the calibration will be , then the calibration will be , then the calibration will be , then the calibration will be 
extrapolated to higher ranges (using data in extrapolated to higher ranges (using data in extrapolated to higher ranges (using data in extrapolated to higher ranges (using data in overlapingoverlapingoverlapingoverlaping regions of ADC). regions of ADC). regions of ADC). regions of ADC). 
Maintaining  a Maintaining  a Maintaining  a Maintaining  a precision better than of  a few %precision better than of  a few %precision better than of  a few %precision better than of  a few % all the way up to the all the way up to the all the way up to the all the way up to the 10s10s10s10s

of  of  of  of  GeVGeVGeVGeV domain is not easy (but feasible).domain is not easy (but feasible).domain is not easy (but feasible).domain is not easy (but feasible).
• pilepilepilepile----up (i.e. multiup (i.e. multiup (i.e. multiup (i.e. multi----particle events) effectsparticle events) effectsparticle events) effectsparticle events) effects

At PS, about At PS, about At PS, about At PS, about 10% of the events10% of the events10% of the events10% of the events will have 2 photons with E> 50 will have 2 photons with E> 50 will have 2 photons with E> 50 will have 2 photons with E> 50 MeVMeVMeVMeV,,,,
most often seen as one photon with the sum energy. This most often seen as one photon with the sum energy. This most often seen as one photon with the sum energy. This most often seen as one photon with the sum energy. This will createwill createwill createwill create
a tail in the PSF distribution in thea tail in the PSF distribution in thea tail in the PSF distribution in thea tail in the PSF distribution in the highhighhighhigh----energyenergyenergyenergy bin. bin. bin. bin. 

• effect of contamination effect of contamination effect of contamination effect of contamination (electrons in (electrons in (electrons in (electrons in hadronhadronhadronhadron beam and vicebeam and vicebeam and vicebeam and vice----versa) versa) versa) versa) 
distortion of distributionsdistortion of distributionsdistortion of distributionsdistortion of distributions

Contributions to precisionContributions to precisionContributions to precisionContributions to precision


